Catastrophic Origins of The Australian
Alps
Introduction
Hello My Name is Glen Collins….

Abstract
By Paraphrasing the Infallible words of god using a modern
perspective We learn that the Great flood that god caused to wash
away all the sinful humans fell from Above the atmosphere in such
amounts that it raised the mean sea level by over 9Km covering the
highest mountains within 960 hours.
The intention of this paper is to show that with only the miraculous
removal of heat that can be assumed god caused to prevent the
ionisation of the earth’s surface by the deluge can explain the
folding digenesis’ and uplift of the strata observed in the Australian
Alps (Snowy Mountains)

Description of strata
The Australian Alps Rise from near sea level at there outer bounds
to roughly 2200m at Mt Kosciuszko the Rock immediately underling
the surface soil is Obviously of marine origin uplifted and folded by
the flood.
Scientists who do not trust the divine word Identify this strata as
dating from the Cambrian and Devonian periods (Between 540 and
400 million years ago). A time when they say this area was deep
ocean floor. These strata are intruded in many places by Granitic
rock and overlain by in areas lava which was obviously squeezed
from the earth’s mantle and heated by differential pressures
imposed by spatial variances in the rainfall of the great flood.
This rock has been carved differentially by receding flood waters
into undulating hills borded by deeply carved valleys and gorges.
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The area also has undergone period of Rapid movements of water
while the great flood was still being drained off by god producing
steep sided valleys and depositing rocks in neat patterns which
some less god-fearing geologists have interpreted as the slow
movement and recession of glaciers.

The Mechanism
When the almighty Created the waters to cover the earth he
created it so that there were pockets in three dimentions of space
containing smaller amounts of water within the waters which were
to rain down upon the earth so that when the rains occurred the
greatest pressures were around those areas under which these
pockets were created. The Force generated by the impact of at
least nine kilometres thickness of water over only 40 days could
easily push up a ridge of material 2 or more kilometres high even if
it can be assumed that god sent it down as a very heavy rain which
it would have to be to land so much water in such a short time. It
can also be assumed that the rain would impact at a high speed due
to the larger size of the individual drops produced and the height of
the fall (From the firmament). The land would then necessarily be
pushed up into any lower pressure area. It would also be folded and
faulted by the rapid changes in pressure. It is recognised that in
order for this process to work God would have to rigidly control the
temperatures and pressures associated with various areas across
the Australian alps but the author feels that the lord may have
planned to ensure that the peoples of the area would have the
diversity of challenges required to create the culture from which the
man from snowy river would spring as well as providing the natural
resources required to supply the growth of the industrialised world.

Conclusion
God is great, the flood was a real event, Almost all geologists are
lying or intentionally blind to the evidence of biblical creation and
catastrophism
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